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among the best in academic reputation and
in overall appraisal.
"The admiration of the wider world of
higher education is
catching up to the realities of Kenyon's
quality," concluded Jordan.
Dean of Admissions John Anderson
commented on the new rating.'Tm delighted
we were moved back
into the top u'er. We rank
twenty-sevent- h in
academic reputation, so
we are truly among the
leaders in that area. That
ties us with two of the
top 25 schools, and
ahead of one of them.
Our strongest dimension
is in academic rep-
utation. We should have
been in the first tier all
along."
"I
. still don't
believe," continued
Anderson, "in the notion
of ranking colleges in
the way they do it, I have
yet to see any
confirmation in the
methods they use to compile the list hireany
validity."
On page 89 of U.S. News Anderson
pointed out the statement, "Reputation
matters and that, perhaps, is why the acting
president of Ohio Wesleyan University this
year sent letters to heads ofother institutions
in its category lobbying for his school in the
Hacker Remarks on her Sudden Dismissal from Kenyon Review
By Elizabeth Bennett
News Editor
This month's issue of The Advocate, a
national gay and lesbian newsmagazine,
features an interview with former Kenyon
Review Editor Marilyn Hacker. Though the
iticle discusses her life and work, Hacker
candidly claims that she was fired from the
kview last June.
John Weir '80 conducted the interview,
fchich states that Hacker served for four
years as the editor of the Review, until "she
as fired summarily last June."
According to Weir's article, Hacker
"rescued the Review from long-standin- g
dullness, transforming it into a forum for
exciting new writing, including work from
emerging gay and lesbian authors." Hacker
mentions that she made a great effort to
include gay and lesbian authors as well as
authors of color in the Review.
Hacker speculates that her editorial
policy may have cost her thejob. "Somebody
on the college's trustees committee asked
questions when they were 'investigating'
the magazine, like 'Isn't it true that the
content of the Kenyon Review has become
much more narrow?' Narrow meaning it's
kJlLU.. J, K -- 5 : is'.... s srfi(Photo courtesy of Public Affairs)
not stuff written 85 percent by straight white
men," said Hacker.
Hacker is the author of seven volumes
of poetry, including Winter Numbers (which
will be published this fall).
In the current issue of the Kenyon
Review, David Lynn, associate professor of
English and editor of the Review addresses
many of the issues Hacker suggests in her
interview with the Advocate.
In the Review's "To Our Readers"
section, Lynn commends Hacker's work for
the Review saying, "Marilyn Hacker is, as
well as being one of the leading poets of our
time, a brilliant literary editor. Her tenure at
the Review may well be regarded as one of
the highlights of the magazine's illustrious
history."
Lynn, however, maintains that there is
no evidence that the Boardof Trustees didn't
renew Hacker's contract because of her
editorial policy. Rather, her contract was not
renewed due to financial strains on the
College.
Hacker was the first full-tim- e editor in
the Review's history.
According to Lynn, if the College
refused to renew Hacker's contract because
of her editorial policy then they wouldn't
allow the Review to publish over a year of
her selected material and work.
Now, angry about the recent attacks
against the Review, Lynn suggested some
of the ways the Review is trying to become
a more integral part of the school. Through
lowering subscription costs for Kenyon
students, hiring students as associate
workers, and a number of other programs
Lynn wants to bring the Review, "back to the
hill."
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Kenyon Returns to First Tier in National Survey
By Bertram Tunnell
Co-Edit- or in Chief
U .S . News and World Report announced
thai Kenyon has re-enter- ed the first tier of
the best national liberal arts colleges in the
nation (Sept. 26 issue). Kenyon dropped out"
of the first tier (then referred to as quartile)
in 1991 to the second quartile where it
rcmained until now.
The data for which the schools are
assessed are divided into six attributes:
reputation, selectivity, faculty resources,
financial resources, graduation rate and
alumni satisfaction. The report rated Kenyon
with an overall academic reputation of 27
out of 160 other liberal arts schools.
According to the report, Kenyon's
average midpoint SATACT score was 1 170.'
Forty-fo- ur percent of the first-ye- ar class was
in the top 10 percent of their high school
class. Kenyon's acceptance rate was 70
percent last year.
Financial resources count for 1 0 percent
of a school's academic rating. Kenyon spends
approximately $14,067 per student The
average percentage of first-year-stude- nts
enrolled in 1984 to 1987 whograduated within
six years is 85
percent. Our
alumni giving rate
is 46 percent.
N i n e t y - f i v e
percent of the
faculty have earn-
ed their Ph.Ds.
President
Jordan resp-onded.'T- m
plea-
sed to sec Kenyon
more properly
recognized in the
1994 US NEWS
hierarchy. While
the ranking enter-
prise is seriously
flawed, we should
be proud to find
Kenyon rated
ffi
U.S. News survey."
Anderson concludes "Kenyon is where
it is now without any lobbying,..we earned
our place."
see FIRST TIER page twelve
News Briefs
Update on Alpha Delt
Lawsuit Against College
According to Beth Dudley Stauffer,
director of student activities,
organizations, and greek affairs,' on
September 20, the number of members
in the Alpha DcltaPhi fraternity dropped
from 19 to 17.
Greek Council President, Gerard
Solis said that Greek Council will
officially take a stance of neutrality over
the Alpha Delt's lawsuit against the
school.
Grant to Support Arts
The George Gund Foundation of
Cleveland, Ohio, has awarded Kenyon a
grantof $100,000 to supportphotography
instruction.
The funds were given to provide
studio and classroom space in the
College's new Mayer Art Center.
"This generous assistance will make
possible a significant enhancement of
instruction in photography at Kenyon,"
said President Jordan. "We are most
grateful."
The Mayer Art Center, which opened
during the last academic year, was
designed in part by three members of the
studio art faculty, including Professor
Gregory Spaid. Among new darkroom
features is a silver-recover- y system to
provide an ecologically responsible way
to cleanse waste chemicals before
disposing of them.
courtesy of the office of Public Affairs.
Election Results
There will be a runoff between Carla
Ainsworth and Gerard Solis next
Monday and Tuesday for Senior Class
President.
Senior Senate Representative:
Nick Zumberge
Junior Class President:
Kevin Aepli
Sophomore Class President:
John Russell
Elections forClass Committees, Student
Council, and Junior Senate
Representative will also be held next
Monday and Tuesday on the VAX.
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Class of f98 Shows Academic Promise
By Kristin Filipic
Staff Reporter
This August, Kenyon College saw an
unusually large number of new students.
According to the admissions department,
the class of 1998 is one of the academically
strongest and most ethnically and
geographically diverse classes that has
entered Kenyon in the past ten years. !
465 new students entered Gambier this
fall. 434 first-ye- ar students enrolled, which
is 14 more than the goal set by the admissions
department. There are also 23 transfer
students enrolled and eight visiting students.
According to admissions officer Bev
Morse, although applications last year were
down by 15 percent, the class of 1998 is one
of the academically strongest classes that
Kenyon has seen in the past decade. Forty-tw- o
percent of the first-ye- ar class is from the
top decile of their high school classes. Many
high schools do not provide class rank, so
thenumber of academically superior students
could be much higher.
Average standardized test scores are
also higher than previous years. The average
SAT verbal score was 576 and the average
SAT math score was 601.
The class of 1998 also boasts greater
ethnic and geographic diversity than previous
classes. Between 12 and 13 percent of the
students are multicultural. Enrolling minority
students include 19 Asians, 22 African-America- n
students, 8 Latinos, and 3 students
of other non-Weste- rn backgrounds. Forty-fiv- e
states and the District of Columbia have "
sent incoming students to Kenyon this year.
.Certain-state- s thatdo not traditionally send
many students to Kenyon are well
represented this year. California is the third
most represented state, and Colorado is in
the top 11, which is extremely unusual,
according to Morse.
Morse emphasized that the strength of
this class is due to the work of the entire
college in encouraging high school students
to consider Kenyon. Many students,
alumnae, and faculty volunteered to call
prospective students and work during visit
days.
Morse commented that recruiting
students is an institutional effort, and "the
whole institution should get credit for it,"
According to first-yea- r student Aaron
Thurow, "We have our problems, but we
also have a lot of potential."
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race and color, and to provide a place for
them to call home.
With support from the administration
Brothers United will undergo a one-ye- ar
probationary period, during which they will
operate as a fraternity on campus. After this
year, the decision as to their status of
remaining a local fraternity or an national
fraternity will be reached.
The activities they haveplanned for this
year focus on community and education in
both Gambier and Mount Vernon. Providing
workshops, hosting speakers and social
activities, working as part of a Big Brothers
Big Sisters program, and playing a role in
opinion of Garrison.
He has opened the
Shoppes eating area
on Saturday to
handle the overflow.
With the "All-Stu- "
e-ma- ils that
Garrison has been
sending, he has been
finding out ways to
improve the new
arrangement in the
1
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Brothers United, Potential Campus Fraternity, Aspires for Solidarity
By Mathew Jadud
Staff Reporter
. September 14 heralded the first Brothers
United open house'on Kenyon's campus.
This event marked the beginning of their
time here on campus as an organization of
men with specific goals.
Theconceptfor this fraternity developed
last year, when ten black men came together
for support and direction. After realizing the
importance of what they found, they began
official overtures with the administration to
begin a new fraternity that would allow
them to share this support with others.
Michael Williams, multicultural
program coordinator, worked with these
students as they clarified the beliefs and
goals that they wished their fraternity to
embody. These goals and beliefs include:
strengthening the relationship between black
males and the Kenyon campus, enriching
I ' :' o JkS HkM . Jill O--- l
the community with socially diverse
programs to help educate the campus and
community, providing a social, emotional,
and spiritual outlet open to brothers ofevery
the Tribute to Womenof Color as partofL1"
year's celebration of 25. years of women JnJ
Kenyon are on their current agenda. i
There were a number ofquestions rais;
by the audience at the open house as to t' "
future of the Brothers United. Dues ha
been ruled out for the most part, a minimi
GPA of 2. 3 is required, and a genuine intern- -
in the tenets of the group is essential
membership.
Tf thrir slntnc hprnmpc ivrmflnpnl
uhucu, mu uiai a mc iiiaiw uung ui.
brought us together."
"Persistence and patience are what it
j'TA
throi
flyei
campus, their plans include a seat on Grc
Council and potential membership in purl
national fraternity, such as Kappa Alp1 jPsi, through which scholarships and oth ju
funding would be possible.
As to housing for the group, one memb.
of the fraternity made it very clear tr.IS ,
"housing is definitely at the bottom of
list of things we wish to accomplish." j
"BU is at Kenyon College now arj
forever," was the sentiment expressed t,
the group's vice president, junior Man,
Hood. They intend to give as much to tF
community as they can while finding streng.j
in each other.
,au
"This fraternity provided a focus
strong emotional center for me," sai '
(
sophomore Robert King.memberofBrothe- -
will take," said one member, "and arme:
with that, what cannot be done?" 1
New ARA Staff Members Execute
Changes to Feed Hungry Masses
By David Frank
Managing Editor
"Everybody asked for it last year." That
is the reason ARA is serving hot dogs at
lunch and pasta and hamburgers at dinner
according to Ross Garrison, Food Service
Director. In order to serve those items
everyday, ARA has been using new
charbroilers.
Gund's closure on the weekends is
"working out" in the
Peirceservery..
A new ice machine has been ordered for
the left side, so people do not have to go to
soda machines in order to get ice for their
water or juice. The salad bar now has four
points of service and will soon have
dispensers for bowls on both sides.
The rumors about the Very Fine luice
machine disappearing are not true. "In fact
; we will have bottles of Very Fine luice for
; sale in the Shoppes at night," said Garrison.
: However, there have been some problems
with the supplier. The normal supplier had
onl
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no idea about how popular it would be wit1 fly
the students.
The expensive products are the mixe;
juices. They cost just as much as the Minuu
Maid plain juices. What would be cheaper L;
the flavored teas and Garrison is going tc
order those more often so ARA can afford tc
keep the machine.
There are also two new managers on the
food service staff. Jeff Shrader is the neu
Shoppes and Gund manager.
Phil Gajda is the new Pcirce Hal!
manager for food
service. Garrisor;
explains that Gajda'
is "responsible forthe
nuts and bolts." j
vjajua giauuaicu
from the Cooking
Institute of America in
New York. Garrison is
hoping that Gajda will
be able to improve the
quality on a consistent
basis and make it more
appealing.
ARA is trying to cook the food to order.
This means bring the cooking appliances to
the front part of the kitchen so the students
can see the food being put in the rectangular
pan. This does not save pn expenses.
Compared to last year, no money has been
taken out of the food budget.
Garrison is encouraging students to let
him know if they have any reasonable
complaints. He has an open door policy,
students may e-m- ail him and let him know
what they think about the food service.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student Comments on Ethics
N
of "Take Action!" Pamphlet
To the Kenyon Community:
On September 13, 1994 a flyer entiilcd,
"TAKE ACTION!" was circulated
throughout the Kenyon Community. This
flyer contained the named of a Kenyon
Alum as well as his home phone number.
Furthermore, the flyer urged anyone who
read it to"take action" by calling this Kenyon
Alum and wasting his valuable time and
resources. It is my contention that this flyer
is a violation of this Alum's Constitutional
right to privacy as well as a violation of the
harassment policies at Kenyon College.
Harassment, as defined in Kenyon
College Student Handbook is:
...offensive to the principles of
appropriate discourse and civil conduct.
Indeed, it is a form of persecution which can
cause extreme anguish and humilation. (94)
Based upon the contents of this flyer, in
its urging the Kenyon Community to waste
this Alum's time and resources, one can
only conclude that its intent was to anger
and humiliate this Kenyon Alum.
Kenyon also states in its Student
Handbook:
By accepting membership in the
Kenyon community, students and
employees, assume s responsibility Cor, a
commitment to free expression, free inquiry,
honesty, tolerance, and respect for the rights
and dignity of others. (94)
Although the person who issued this
flyer is entitled to free expression, in
furnishing this Kenyon Alum's home phone
number and urging the Kenyon Community
to squander this Alum's time, that person
does not in any way whatsoever respect this
Alum's right to privacy. In addition, the
flyer also violates the dignity of this Kenyon
Alum by implying that wasting this Alum's
time and resources is acceptable.
Finally, it is also my contention that the
person responsible for issuing this flyer has
taken advantage of an alumni system that
has been proven to work. Any student of
alum can go into the Alumni Office and get
a book which contains the names, addresses
and phone numbers of Kenyon Alumni.
This can be done for whatever well-intention- ed
purpose there may be (i.e. to talk
to Alums about jobs). But what this person
has done is taken this system and manipulated
it for his own purposes in issuing this flyer.
In effect, he has violated the trust and faith
of Kenyon Alumni and the Kenyon
Community in an alumni system that should
work. Thus, I feel that in the interest of all
Kenyon Alumni, as well as myself being an
up-and-com-
ing Alum, that this situation be
dealt with in such a way that it rids the
College of such harassment and restores the
Kenyon Alumni's faith in the College and
the Alumni system.
This letter is not in anyway
representative of any organization that I
may be a member of or associated with.
Concerned student and future Alum,
James Dcwar '95
Subscribe to
The Kenyon Collegian
$25 per subscription for 23 issues per year, checks
payable to:
Kenyon Collegian
Student Activities Center, Gambier OH 43022
Use this space to Respond, React, or Refute.
Write a letter to the Editors
The Collegian encourages letters to the Editors. Please
feel free to submit letters agreeing, disagreeing,
questioning, and above all, continuing the conversation
that we have tried to start. E-m- ail your letters via VAX
to COUGHLIN or TUNNELL, or mail them to:
The Kenyon Collegian
Student Affairs Center
Gambier, OH 43022
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Voices from the Tower
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Co-Editor-in-C-
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After attending Professor Derrick Bell's lecture I wondered how much
Kenyon students perceive themselves as consumers in the educational marketplace.
Bell claimed that students consider themselves slaves rather than customers, and
therefore they take on a slave-lik- e mentality. This mindframebecomes responsible
for the sense of apathy and laziness apparent on many campuses, and certainly
ours is no exception. Many of us do the minimum of what is expected to receive
a decent grade and we still complain about the workload rather than consider the
opportunity costs.
The cost of education is certainly great in terms of time and money. How
conscious are we ofour investment? Do we take advantage of the many things that
Kenyon advertises to prospective students? Most likely we take advantage of
some of these things they are the reasons we came here and the reasons we stay.
But I think that we need to question what we are really gaining for our dollars.
Certainly today it is not the guarantee of a job after graduation nor is it the
vision that our formal education will be complete. It is not the dream that we will
be truly prepared to conquer the problems of the world off the hill, but perhaps
it is the confidence that we can survive uncertainty.
I was concerned and saddened that there had to be a further call for candidates
to run for student government. Today we are in great need ofprogressive, capable
leaders. We often complain about the political leaders that we do have, yet if other
campuses are similar to Kenyon there are few leaders in the making at least that
is how it appears on the surface.
There are leaders here at Kenyon. People are involved and do challenge
themselves to make the most of their college career inside the classroom and in
the community. But what performance do we expect from our College? How can
we test their product, which in essence our personal goals?
What you expect from people is what you receive, so I encourage fellow
students to expect a lot from your professors and administrators. In the same vein,
professors should expect a lot from their students or else they are not providing
a complete package. The most satisfying classes I have attended are those that
force me to extend my knowledge and abilities in ways that I did not know I was
capable.
Challenge yourself in classes because you are paying too much to feel
unsatisfied at the end of the semester. Use people as resources and ask questions.
Bell says, "It is not success or failure, but the work itself." Be a responsible
consumer. Make sure the product you are purchasing and using provides you with
more than a degree after four years, but a feeling of accomplishment through
personal growth, knowledge, and experience.
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New Security Policy Induces Tension at Campus Parties
By Jessica McLaren
Senior Staff Reporter
"When you come to Kenyon, you will
be treated as a responsible adult. What you
do in terms of alcohol and the law will be
your decision. We are not here to be your
parents."
This was the answer given two years
ago by a Kenyon admissions representative
when asked about the alcohol policy by a
student at the Nichols School in Buffalo,
New York. Clearly, this policy of trust no
longer exists. There are no new rules or
regulations concerning alcohol at Kenyon;
rather, the old ones are being consistently
enforced. As Dean ofStudents Craig Bradley
pointed out in his all-stude- nt email Sept. 12,
the Security and Safety staff are simply
upholding Ohio state law.
I cannot argue with that point. As a
minor, I have no right to buy, possess, or
consume alcohol. But what I can call into
question is the mood that is pervasive at
most campus parties these days. Security
has become an ominous presence, lurking
outside of parties, waiting to pounce. "It
seems like they 're looking for trouble," noted
a junior woman. I now feel guilty merely
entering a party, whether I plan to drink or
not. I can understand completely the
crackdowns on the Cove, Deli, and Market
what I cannot understand is the new police-stat- e
regime that plagues parties, group and
apartment alike. At acampus this small and
:
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isolated, many of us relish Archon, Peep,
and fraternity parties as opportunities to get
out and have a good time. The amount of
alcohol on almost any given campus in
America is frightening, but it is also
inevitable. While Dean Bradley is absolutely
right in saying that there are sources of non-
alcoholic fun available, many people around
here (myself included) can be heard asking
on a Friday afternoon, "Are there any big
parties this weekend?"
Freshman year, I was dazzled by the
prospect of dressing up foraparty, going out
and meeting people. Two years later, I find
myself appreciating more and more the idea
of private parties and small gatherings of
friends. However, this is not to say that I did
(photo by Chris Adams)
not have an incredible time at the Archons
last weekend, or that I am not going to leap
at the next fraternity party that comes along.
Everybody's politics and personal
opinions (be they good or bad) aside, the
role that fraternities haveplayed in Kenyon's
social scene is inevitable. It is a luxury that
people can just stop in at a fraternity party
and hang out. At many other schools the
fraternity parties are invite only, have a
cover charge, and charge for their beer. With
few exceptions, fraternity parties here are
open to virtually the entire campus, which
does a great deal towards supporting the
"friendly atmosphere" touted in the
Prospectus. This casual, easy-goin- g mood
at most parties is a rarity, and something to
be valued. Much of that has been tak
away since we have been back. I strod
feel that the vitriol directed against a
Security Department would be significari:
diluted if they followed Dean Bradle;
lead: be rational, direct and honest, inste;
of shutting down parties with glee, 1L
some deranged pack of Rescue Ranger:
The drinking is inevitable, since :
astonishing number of Kenyon studer
can track down beer like a bloodhou:
after Bambi. As one junior put it, "Peop
aren't not drinking they're just throw
down their beer when Security comes b;
When cracking down parties, Secur.
would do well to consider the lengths
which students will go if they areprohibii
from drinking in the relatively safeconfirJ
of a party. Senior Sonya McKay observ
that "drinking is a part of college life
happens everywhere. It is impossible
avoid. Now that people can't drink, they
start driving to bars." Frankly, the idea
someone driving back from Columbus afi
partying all night scares me a lot more tin
someone drinking and dancing with a bun
of friends in a dorm lounge.
Chances are high that theissue of alcor.
is one without a common ground on th
campus. At the moment, the students a
angry and resentful , and Security and Saf
are not communicating directly with i
students. It is natural that the administratis
is in the middle to mediate, but it wou
make more sense if the people shuttir
down the parties were also doing the talkir
Annual Bluegrass Festival Offers Look at Different Style of Music
By James Parr
Senior Staff Reporter
This was a summer of music, from the
Woodstock revival in New York, to annual
events such as the Lollapalooza and
H.O.R.D.E. tours. Last weekend, another
great musical event took place in
Loudonville, Ohio, just a thirty-minu- te ride
north of Kenyon.
The third annual Mohican Bluegrass
Festival offered spectators three days of
nearly non-sto- p music and festivities
centered around the grand tradition of folk
music. Beginning on the afternoon of Friday
the 16th and ending the following Sunday
evening, the Festival brought together
performers and listeners from across Ohio
and the rest of the world.
The performances took place on the
single outdoor stage of the Mohican
Wilderness Campgrounds. Nestled amidst
the trees and hills of rural Ohio, the music
was brought to life not only by the musicians,
but also by the surroundings.
Over twelve acts performed during the
course of the three days, bringing together
the talents of both traditional and more avant-gard- e
Bluegrass acts. The Festival was
highlighted by a performance from 83-year-- old
Bill Monroe and his Blue Grass Boys on
Saturday evening, veritable legends in the
Bluegrass industry. In fact, Monroe is
considered the Father of Bluegrass,
introducing it to the world in 1939. Over his
long career, he has developed a mixed style
of fast tunes, waltzes, gospels, duets, solos,
and instrumentals.
Younger groups such as Northwest
Territory also performed, allowing spectators
to see for themselves how bluegrass music
has both changed and remained true to its
original form over the decades.
Groups like the Gary Ferguson Band
from Pennsylvania performed their own
stylings of Bluegrass, at times sounding
more similar to Country and Western music,
or even Jazz, than the other Bluegrass styles.
The trio of The Brother Boys performed
their unique blend of vocal harmonies, string
bass, and flat-to- p guitar to delight the crowd
of over 200 on Sunday. The group brought
more of a Country and Western flavor to the
afternoon, at times sounding like early Hank
Williams, especially in their adroitrenditions
of some of his songs.
By far the most engaging and
entertaining of Sunday's acts though was
Robert White & the Candy Mountain
Express, with members hailing from
throughout Ohio and the midwest. The group
opened up the day with an assortment of
gospels by way of bluegrass in
commemoration of the Sabbath. They
performed their hits "Springtime in Heaven,"
"Momma's not Dead, She's Just Sleepin',"
and the moribund-yet-delightf- ul "The Wreck
on the Highway."
The overall feeling of the festival, along
with the talent of the performers, created an
air of fun and excitement at the show. Even
a harsh downpour on Saturday was merely a
small distraction from the music and
enjoyment of the performers and spectators,
who ranged in age from elderly to infant.
Paolo R. Dettwiler, president of the
Swiss Bluegrass Music Association centered
in Basel, was on hand for the excitement. He
commented on the international flair of the
Mohican Festival.
"There's just a lot of things to see and
hear, and this music is truly wonderful. It's
going to be the next big thing in Europe I
believe."
Ted Turner, a local promoter of the
event who helped build the stage four years
ago, is excited by the Festival's futur;
Turnout for the event has nearly doubkj
every year, and he hopes that one day ffl
Mohican Festival of Loudonville, Ohio w
rival the larger Bluegrass festivals
Winterhawk and Telluride. Members of tfc
Kenyon community will not want to mis
out on next year's festival and see what m:
be the next big thing in Bluegrass music.
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John Hartford, one of the Bluegrass performers
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Presidential Search Committee Forum Reveals Concern
By Rachel Orr
Senior Staff Reporter
Classes were finally over for the week,
it was beautiful outside, and it was Friday. I
cannot honestly say that I wanted to review
the community forum about the selection of
a new president
Yet I am glad I went, even though I was
only one of a
handful of stu-
dents present at
the meeting. I
now have a
much better idea
of what is going
on inGambier's
political circle,
aswellasamuch
larger interest in
a subject which
will affect us all.
Basically,
those present used the opportunity to voice
their concerns, and to illuminate possible
problems.
One of the major concerns
communicated by faculty members pertained
to their representation. Many were worried
not only by the fact that the chosen commi tlee
was not very diverse, but that since the
committee members don'tknow the faculty,
how could they possibly represent them?
Apprehension concerning the trustee
. members of the board was also addressed,
because while alumnae were certainly
familiar with Kenyon while they were in
school, how familiar would they be with
new interests, such as the integrated programs
and other new areas in academia? This
unfamiliarity would make it difficult to define
the present college, complicating selection
of a new president.
The committee responded that they
understood the concerns of the faculty, and
that they plan on making themselves known
to the com
It is importantfor the new
president to know that
Kenyon exists for the
students "we are here
because they are here."
--J- ohn Anderson
munity. Crit-
eria they will
establish for
selecting the
president will
be made kno-
wn to the fac-
ulty, although
they plan to
keep a line
between re-
taining con- -
fidentiality
on behalf of the applicants, and informing
the public on their progress.
In regards to the alumnae, one trustee
on the board made the point that many
alumnae have been in touch with the College
since graduation and know where they want
to go with the decision. Others will meet
with department chairs and faculty members,
specifically in the newer departments, in
order to become more informed of what is
currently happening at Kenyon. The
committee spokesperson remarked that being
members of the committee will help them
(3
"New York City Style Pizza" jjj
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leam more about the school as a whole.
Although the issue of representation
was a general concern agreed upon by the
public, their opinions varied on the qualities
they would like the new president to possess.
One of the more common traits desired was
the resident's ability to understand, as "Mr.
Rogers' would put it, what makes Kenyon
"special." An example was given ofa college
whose new resident did not understand this,
and simply wanted to turn the school into
another selective east coast school.
Another person suggested someone
"who would be out in the world talking
about Kenyon someone with a sense of
visions." There were complaints of
continuously being compared to other
schools, and somebody suggested appointing
a president "who would say with integrity
who we are."
The knowledge of a "sense of
community" was another vital characteristic
in a president, since Kenyon strongly considers
the residential community a trait which defines
the College. Though most people in Gambier
have formed their own notions of what the
concept ofcommunity means, it seemed to be
a widespread agreement that this is a concept
the new pres- -
identmusttake
seriously to
heart
There
were other att-
ributes which
faculty, mem-
bers believed
would not be
beneficial to
Kenyon. One
of those was
"Finally, the audience
wanted someone who held
a holistic view of the
college, a blend ofboth the
academic and personal
sides"
appointing a
"strictly business" person who would only
downsize the school. One faculty member
instead suggested someone who was not
only an administrator but a scholar as well,
and thus wouldn' t"lose sight of the academic
process, (because) progress needs to be made
an academic vision." Perhaps it would be
someone who, like President Jordan, would
continue teaching, conducting seminars in
his home, and making him or herself known
among the students and faculty. There was
also a need to recognize the amount of
creative work accomplished by the faculty.
Flexibility was named to be a related
trait, because it gets tiring to hear repetitive
phrases such as: 'That's a good idea, but
there isn't any money..."
Finally, the audience wanted someone
who held a holistic view of the College, a
blend of both the academic and personal
sides. However, one faculty member brought
up the point that the committee should not
burden the selection process with credentials
and such, but to be as open as possible, and
choose someone who will get the job done.
The forum was very well conducted,
and ail sides expressed their views directly
while still considering rationality and the
position of others in the room. The only
serious drawback and disappointment was
that there was so few members of the student
body in the group. Though many may not
have had directcontact with President Jordan,
certainly most everyone has seen him and
his wife around campus, whether attending
various events or simply walking their dogs
down Middle Path.
There will be forums in the future in
which students
will be welcome
to raise their
concerns and
find out more
information,
and students will
have a chance to
meet with the
final round of
chosen can- -
Ididates whenthey visit the
campus later in
the school year.
According to Director of Admissions
John Anderson, it is very important for the
new president to know that Kenyon exists for
the students "we are here because they are
here."
It is our school, and we should play a
role in who is chosen, because it will be
someone who will eventually represent
Kenyon, our alma mater.
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Recent Alums Return for Women's Anniversary Events
By Amy Rich
Senior Staff Reporter
This year's Homecoming will have a
special atmosphere due to the many events
planned to celebrate the 25th anniversary of
women at Kenyon. Planned by a committee
of students and members of the faculty,
Homecoming Weekend will be the largest
on-camp- us celebration of this anniversary
for alumni, students, and staff.
Homecoming "hasn't drawn many
people, but this one is of great significance
because we are celebrating a huge event in
the- - college's history -- - the inclusion of
women," said President Philip Jordan.
The first event is a presentation entitled
"The Japanese Craze: the Anglo-Japane- se
Style and Kenyon's Crozier Center" on
Friday, September 23, at 4:15 p.m. in the
CrozierCenter.Thepresentation will address
the renovation and restoration of the Crozier
Center for Women and will be given by Jean
Dunbar '73, the historic design specialist
who volunteered to implement these
changes.
Assistant Dean of Students Cheryl
Steele explained that, with her renovation
and restoration, Dunbar tried to regain the
look of the building when it was first
constructed in the late 1880's, an era of great
M Q w
American interest in Japanese culture.
In herpresentation, Dunbar will explain
more about the Center's Anglo-Japanes- e
style as well as discuss how the project came
to be. She will also demonstrate how she
decided to alter the building's interior so as
to make better use of its space rather than
creating an addition to the building.
"She deserves so much credit for all her
hoursof volunteer work," saidSteele. Jordan
also referred to Dunbar's renovations as
"exciting."
The celebration of 25 years of women
at Kenyon will continue at 6:00 p.m. on
Friday with the singing of "Philander Chase:
The Sequel" on the steps of Rosse Hall.
"It should be a fun event," said Barbara
Meek, director of campus events in Alumni
and Parent Affairs. "We've asked all the
singing groups on campus to help."
The song, written by Assistant Director
of Admissions Liz Forman '73 and her
mother Helen Forman, features an additional
verse commemorating the arrival of women
at Kenyon that was written for the 25th
anniversary.
"I think other alumni should add to the
verses," said Forman.
The events of Saturday, September 24,
will begin with a historical tour of campus
lead by Director of Public Affairs Tom
Stamp '73. This year, special attention will
be given to the Mather,
McBride, and Gund
dormitories, the buildings
that once comprised the
Coordinate College for
Women.
Stamp said that the tour
foe uses on the h istory of each
building and includes
amusing anecdotes, such as
that of the "Spring Riot," a
celebration of spring that
resulted in "all the men
gathered outside McBride
and the women inside
cheering them on with Dean
Crozier standing between
the two groups trying to keep
them apart."
Another lecture, entitled,
"The Memoir as an Artifact:
Women Writing Their
'Philander Chase : The Sequel'
The first of Kenyon's female line '
Arrived in fall of sixty-nin- e;
They climbed the Hill and postured there;
Of Lhem the men were well aware.
They clirobed the bill and postured there;
Of them the men were well aware.
To form the pure and perfect man,
Now that was old Philander' s plan.
Bui isolation failed, 'tis true:..
Bring women in, see what they'll do.
But isolation failed, tis true...
Bring women in, see what they'll do.
They studied hard, they read their books,
And often met resentful looks.
They entered every classroom door;
When called upon, they took the floor.:
They entered every
.fx classroom dooq;;;::;;:if;
When called upon, they ;
ilP: took 'the floor.:;:f
They garnered A's, they:
rated B's;
They held then-ow- n with
graceful ease.
Indeed their scholarship
corrects
The noiion they're the weaker sex.
. Indeed their scholarship corrects '.I-Th- e
notion theyVe the weaker sex.
Soprano voices found their place
Mixed in with baritone and bass;
They added fullness to each note
That every good composer wrote.
They added fullness to each note
...
. That every good composer wrote.'; $ " '.
: Athletic prowess brought rich yields;::
On tennis courts and hockey fields.
They 've proved they're real ly in the swim...
Sorts are for her as well as him.
They proved they're really irt the swim...
Sports are for her as well as him.
Thus women worked with all their might
For Kenyon College day and night
v Hll ml J
Family Histories," will be held on Saturday
at ll:00 a.m. in the Seitz House Seminar
Room. Miriam Dean-Ottin- g, an assistant
professor of religion, will "explore the idea
of memoirs, what questions they address,
and what issues they raise" by presenting the
examples of two Jewish women, one a I7th
century Germ an, and the other a 20th century
Czech.
The Crozier Center for Women will be
open on Saturday from noon to l :30 p.m. for
an open house and "common bond" brunch.
"It should be very informal," said Meek,
"and we invite people to come in to see
Crozier and meet alumni." She explained
that the tea was designed as a time to "talk
about the early years when women came to
campus" and stressed that both men and
women are welcome.
The festivities continue at the Crozier
Center with a 'Tea and 'Sharing' Party:
Reminiscing about Twenty-Fiv- e Years of
Now Kenyon men and
,:::
.
women strong PJ;:
S land sidc-by-si- de where
they beIong;l;::y
: NoW Kenyon men and
;::--
: women strong
;
; S land side-by-si- de where
;
;
: they belong. -- : 'SM.
. written by Hz and Helen Forman
Women at Kenyon," an informal event tha:
Meek also invites everyone to attend. j
During half-tim- e of the Saturda;.
football game between the Lords and the
Denison Big Red, Wilder Track, whiri
surrounds McBride Field, will be dedicated
in honor of star athlete Kelley Wilder '93.
After the game, a new women athletes troph)
case will be unveiled in Ernst Center.
The Homecoming celebration of 25'
years of women at Kenyon will conclude a:
6:30 p.m. with a banquet and recognition
program in the Gund Commons dining hall.
The banquet will feature Jordan's reflections
on changes at Kenyon in his 20 years as
president, discussion of other events related
to the women's anniversary planned for
later this year, and an open microphone for
people to share their experiences at Kenyon.
Both men and women are welcome at
all of these events, Meek emphasized
see WOMEN page twelve
Music King, Hollywood Squares to Provide Entertainment at Homecoming
By Brandon J. Ice
Staff Reporter
"Homecoming has not always been that
big of a deal in the past." -
So said Barbara Meek, director of
campus events in Alumni and Parent Affairs.
This year, however, she hopes a number
of different entertainment events, planned
with both alumni and students in mind, will
reverse that perception.
Meek, who is new to Kenyon this year,
has spearheaded the effort behind this year's
celebration. She feels that this year's
combination of events will give
Homecoming the jump-sta- rt itneeds to make
it a bigger and better celebration for all
involved.
To kick offHomecoming events, an all-camp- us
picnic with entertainment by the
"Music King" a professional emcee and
disc jockey duo will begin on Friday at
4:30 p.m. on the lawn between Hanna and
Leonard Halls. Music from the past 25
years, line-danci- ng lessons, and large video
screens will be just a few of the entertainment
offerings.
Following the picnic, at 7:00 p.m., a
Kenyon rendition of Hollywood Squares,
which featured Mount Vernonite Paul Ly nde,
will be presented in the front facade of Old
Kenyon. Alumni, faculty, administration
and student "celebrities" will answer
questions pertaining to the College's history
from the nine center windows of the dorm.
Afterward, at 9:00 p.m., the annual
Homecoming bonfire will light the South
Quad with a number of the student singing
groups providing entertainment.
Sporting events dominate Saturday's
Homecoming events. On Saturday at 9:00
a.m., the ninth annual Alumni-Varsit- y
Swimming Team Triathlon will be held at
Ernst Center.
At 10:00 a.m., the Kenyon baseball
alumni will take on the 94-9- 5 Kenyon Lords
baseball team at McKloskey Field.
For their first home game, the Kenyon
Lords football team will battle the Denison
Big Red at McBride Field at 1:30 p.m.
From 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. on
Saturday, an open forum on the Presidential
search process will take place in the Biology
Auditorium. The presidential search
committee would like to gather alumni and
community opinion regarding the direction
in which Kenyon should be steered in
addition to the qualities desired in the next
president.
Discussions on "What Can I Do with a
Kenyon Education and My Major?" will be
led by alumni for students in various rooms
in Ascension Hall at 1:30 p.m. Immediately
following the event, which is organized by
the Career Development Center, an informal
reception will be held in Philomathesian
Hall of Ascension.
To bring the Homecoming weekend to
a close, Cleveland-base- d band "Odd Girl
Out" described by some as a blend of new
age and punk rock will provide
entertainment in Gund Commons Lounge
from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. for students
and alumni.
Many opportunities for interaction with
alumni are being made possible to the student
body throughout the weekend. Sophomore
Gretchen Baker, coordinator of the Student-Alum- ni
Association, said she hopes that
students will take advantage of such
opportunities.
"The alumni have so much to offer the
students in way of first-han- d experience and
knowledge," she said. "Communication
between the two groups would well serve
all."
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ICS, Library Staff to Demonstrate Research Power of the Internet at Olin
By Scott E. Siddall
Dir. of Academic Computing
In the next few months, several
workshops will be offered at Kenyon on the
Internet, World Wide Web, and creating
your own hypertext documents.
Those of us in the library and ICS who
offer these workshops are often asked ,"Why
should I attend one of these? What's in it for
me?"
The answer depends on many criteria,
including what you need to accomplish, the
research methods of your discipline, and
your personal style of learning. You can
collaborate with others of similar interests.
You can search databases for specific
information. You can acquire full text, audio
and video clips. You can even create your
own multimedia documents and make them
available to a potentially global audience.
So what exactly is the Internet? The
Internet is simply a global network of many
smaller, interconnected computer networks,
all of which use compatible "languages"
called communicationprotocols. This
common-alit- y of communication protocols
makes it possible to exchange information
easily.
The Internet is relatively young and has
grown very rapidly -- 1000 in the past five
years - without central ownership. By some
estimates, there are as many as 7 million
computers connected to the Internet, with as
many as 30 million users of Internet services
in 100 countries.
(We refer to this as
a global network,
but keep in mind
that 30 million is
only 0.6 of the
human population.)
The chaotic
and anarchic nature
of the Internet is in
part the basis for the
great potential of the
Internet. Anyone
connected to the
i f ""V
Internet is able to
access and provide information in new and
exciting ways that were unimaginable just a
few years ago.
But this chaotic nature can also be one
of the most frustrating aspects as well.
Librarians have worked for centuries to
organize printed information; the Internet
expands and changes so fast (literally each
day!) that no one has been able to catalogue
it, nor has anyone been able to establish a
comprehensive scheme for such a
Herculean cataloging effort.
So back to the original question: what's
in it for you?
One reason to be interested in Internet
resources is that you can access information
you need quickly and frequently at little or
no cost. Imagine there exists a global "web"
of network-accessibl- e information and that
you find a starting place in this web by doing
a simple keyword search. We'll call this a
"home page" since
it often is a
document created
by someone at your
institution. Imagine
then being able to
leap from topic to
topic without any
technical obstacles
to your efforts.
Such free
movement is
possible because
each important
term in this home
page is linked to other documents. These
links can take you to a document wherever
it is stored on the Internet - from your local
computer to systems thousands of miles
away.
Where that information is stored may
not be important to you, however because
you can access it quickly. Skip what you
already know and pursue what is new to you.
Time and Place
Olin and Chalmers Libraries are offering
wour different workshops. Listed here are
llie. dates for the upcoming sessions ofeach. :
See the Information Desk in Olin for a
complete listing of the workshops,
SURFING THE INTERNET: A Trip on the
Information Highway
Thursday, September 29, 1 1:00 a.m.
Gather citations, read text, listen to audio,
interact with graphical simulations, interact
with others, view video clips, all in a way
that suits your style of learning.
This scenario is acted out thousands of
times each day, right now.
The "web" is called the World Wide
Web, started several years ago at the
European Laboratory for Particle Physics in
Geneva. Software that makes "browsing"
the web easy is located in the public domain
- in other words, it is free. (Direct connections
to the Internet are not without cost, however;
ICS is working to expand this level ofaccess
to the campus as fast as resources will allow).
Another reason to be interested in the
Internet is that you can present your work to
the global Internet community for review
and comment. For instance, everything in
KCInfo is accessible to anyone on the
Internet, including the Hitchcock Annual
Review (published by Christopher
Brookhouse) and the 280 page workbook
see INTERNET page twelve
LEXISNEXIS: Legal and Business
.; Information Online ifiTuesday, October 4, 1 1:00 a.m, - noon
KEYS TO KENYON: KCInfo and the
Kenyon Online Catalog
Wednesday, October 12,7:00 8:00p.m.
RESEARCH SKILLS: An Ovemew for
the Student Researcher
Wednesday, October 26, 7:00 8:00 p.m.
j' - ,
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New OCS Director Wants More Involvment from Senior
Hamlet Sees 'Keeping My Blinders on in My Own Little Nation Unfeasible
By Eva McClellan
Staff Reporter
Approximately 150 students annually
study off-camp- us in either another country
or a different part of the United States. As of
July, that integral part ofa Kenyon student's
education took a new direction.
Barbara Hamlet, the new interim
director of International Education, has been
busy modifying aspects of the Off-Camp- us
Studies (OCS) program. To date she has
held a pre-orientati- on program for
international students and an informational
meeting with sophomores looking to travel
abroad.
These are only two examples of her
duties, however. Theentirety of herposition
extends to overseeing all OCS programs and
attending to the needs of the international
students on campus.
Hamlet's life has been a compliment to
her job. She was born in Guyana, "the land
of many waters." After high school, she took
a civil service exam and served as secretary
in Guyana's Department of Forestry, Lands
and Mines. A week after her marriage to a
ministerial student, she and her husband
moved to Canada.
Since then, Hamlet has lived in such
places such as Puerto Rico, Illinois, and
Nigeria and held such positions as
communicationsassistantand administrative
assistant in the Department of Aeronautical
and Astronomical Engineering.
In 1976, she received her B.A. cum
laude in cultural anthropology at the State
University of Hew York in Buffalo and
continued as a graduate teacher at St. John's
Grammar School in Nigeria. Hamlet was
mostrecently assistant dean and Coordinator
of International Programs at Denison
University in Granville, Ohio, where she
still resides today.
After five years at Denison ( 1 985 -- 1 990),
she enrolled at the School for international
training in a master's program in
oI ' '
V (T f', At . , Irv
(
.xx. M i
. L C ' i IInterim Director of International Education
International Administration with a
concentration in development management
and intercultural training. She recently
completed her thesis entitled "Of, By, With
and For the People: Towards A Redefinition
ofAuthentic and S ustainable Development"
While working on her master's, Hamlet
worked as manager of educational
development at Aurora Associates, Inc., in
Washington, D.C.
As interim director at Kenyon, she works
closely with Assistant Director of
International Education Marilyn Stokes.
"With the assistance of peer advisors,"
remarked Hamlet, "we encourage students
to view off-camp- us study as an important
part of their academic experience."
Hamlet herself manifests the qualities
necessary for relations with people of
different nations. "I think I have a great
capacity to empathize with people," she
stated. "I fit in quite easily in different
cultures, different places, without a lot of
problems."
She is pleased with the excellent
foundation laid down by past director Jane
Wemhoener. "One of the things I am very
happy about is the kind of commitment I
Barbara Hamlet (photo by Chris Adams)
have seen to international education on this
campus," she explained. The courses and
financial aid assistance offered to OCS
students was a very encouraging greeting,
noted Hamlet.
However, there still exists room for
change. Her goal is to bring past and future
OCS students and the international students
together. Such a goal is already becoming a
reality.
Hamlet related that she encountered a
recently returned student whose inspiration
for his thesis came from a class taken
overseas. At one of OCS's roundtable
discussions, he met an international student
from the same area in which he had studied.
What came of their conversation was
valuable for both.
"That kind of interaction" between OCS
and international students, explained Hamlet,
is what she hopes to encourage. "Getting
(that) kind of informal information from
international students about some aspect of
that country" is very important, she said.
She also hopes to increase the on-camp- us
activity of the returning students.
"I'd like to have more opportunities for our
returning students. I think so often we do not
complete the circle. That is, we prepjg
students to go off-camp- us, they go o'
campus, and they return."
Students often do not return and resu.:
their pre-OC- S lifestyle, emphasized Ham'i r
Many return with more independence a.;o;
with a different view of the world and tl.rea
own life. Hamlet noted, for example, ta
some sophomores leave after spendifie.
weekend after weekend partying. When th. pr
return as seniors, they discover that they in
not want to continue that way of life a5q
more.
"The community can gain quite a ij i
from the experiences of these students," s:na
added. na
In order to study off-campu- s, studer
are advised to look toward the future wil1Vc
specific plan in mind. Begin to carefut
select your classes now so when you retL'm
from off-camp- us studies, you will be rii
on track, advised Hamlet. yc
"OCS has become very competilivehi
she explained. "Students must be able as
articulate how an OCS program will fit ir. tin
their academic program here at Kenyon.'F
Noting the immense change the woiD
has recently undergone, Hamlet observe:
"When you consider the interdependence b
our world," it is not feasible to "just keep rr a
blinders on in my own little nation." T.
essence of a liberal arts education is to thro a
off the blinders and broaden students' vieu n
According to Hamlet, off-camp- us stu: c
is an ideal way to do that. "It's one thing :
read about some group in Brazil and it
another thing to actually live there and spx
the language," she said.
Hamlet recounted that one student, upc
returning, told her, "I discovered for the fir !
time the 'humanness' of us all."
That student, along with many other j
she said, gained a necessary appreciation f; !
other cultures and places they never thoug1 j.
about before. !
"In a nutshell," Hamlet said of of I
campus studies, "it's important for o.
survival." i
Finke Explores Vaults, Archives of England for Medieval Manuscripts
By Brooks Martin
Staff Reporter
Associate Professor of Gender and
Women's Studies Laurie Finke received a
grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) earlier this year to fund
her research for a book on women writers in
the Middle Ages. Her grant, apart from
providing support for two months of research,
included a certain allotment of travel money
which allowed her to study overseas1.
Her nomination for the grant was made
by the Faculty Affairs Committee at Kenyon,
which convenes and selects three Kenyon
professors to be considered by the NEH
annually. The NEH then chooses recipients
through evaluation of written proposals by
each nominated professor.
Finke, who has a Ph.D. from the
University of Pennsylvania, explained, "The
NEH is a federally funded granting agency
which is designed to give grants to both
individuals and programs in the humanities:
literature, philosophy, linguistics, history,
and other fields that may use methods or
information from the humanities."
Her "summer stipend," as it is called,
allowed Finke to travel to England, where
most of the works that she needed to study
exist only in unedited, unpublished
manuscripts. She studied at the vaults and
archives of the British Museum in London,
the Bodleian at Oxford University, and the
library at Cambridge University , all of which
contain large collections of original
manuscripts written in the Middle Ages.
Finke's two months of research,
however, were not entirely trouble-fre- e.
Many of the works that she needed were not
in widely published anthologies. Instead,
they existed only in the forms of individual
manuscripts kept in the vaults of various
libraries.
She also ran into several unexpected
problems. "People in the humanities don't
often have to deal with methodological
problems," she observed.
One of these problems revolved around
her subject: women writers in English in the
Middle Ages. But what qualified as English
in the Middle Ages? Not everybody in the
medieval period spoke English; for two
centuries most people spoke French.
"Could I look at French things? For
instance, could I look at Marie de France,
who was a member of Henry IFs court? She
wrote in Anglo-Norma- n (and) she was from
England, but she called herself from France,"
Finke explained.
There was also the problem of whether
Finke should use those items which were
written on the continent ofEurope by women
but were translated into English. One such
writer in whom she was particularly
interested was Christine de Pisan, a 15th
century writer in France who was a Royalist,
pro-Fren- ch writer for the king of France.
.
Finke said that it was interesting to look
at the translations of her works and establish
who was translating and why. Most of the
people who were translating her works were
members of the English aristocracy who
used her works to argue that England should
Professor Finke (photo by Chris Adams)
invade France.
Her concentration eventually fell tc
women who wrote in English, women whos
works were in other languages but lived it
England, and women from ncighborinf
countries whose works were translated intc
English.
Finke, who begins her third year al
Kenyon, also examined women as
translators. Many times it was difficult to
see FINKE page twelve
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dc ambitions for the
n; squad are high as
the Lords battle for
bi:a return trip to the
national tourn-
ament,
nii Detchon arri-hiv- ed
in the United
11) States only fourteen
in months ago from
;h: England, where he
has lived most of
his life. A soccer player from a very young
icage, Detchon was named last spring to fill
lit the coaching vacancy left after former coach
" Fran O'Lcary moved on to become
rlc Dartmouth's head coach.
:d Detchon says he is already fascinated
o: by the student body and the community
m atmosphere that surrounds Kenyon College,
he He is impressed with the learning facilities
n and the general attitude of everyone who
i makes up the school and the Gambier
d) community.
4L,
The amiable and generous atmosphere
will hopefully assist Detchon in achieving
his main objective here - to coach a winning
soccer team. Considering the teams the Lords
have fielded in the past few seasons, that
shouldn't be a difficult goal to meet.
Now that the season has begun, Detchon
has wasted no time, already beginning the
process of recruiting for next season as the
1994 schedule gets underway. A veteran on
both the field and the sidelines, Detchon has
a physical edu
A coach "is not an
alchemist. I can't do it
all. Games are won by
the players."
- Coach Jack Detchon
PORTRAIT OF AN "A" STUDENT.
Young or old. New or experienced. Man or woman. A Motorcycle Rider--
Lourse is for everyone. With just one course, you 11 learn valuable tech- -
fUt v .. u c 'A i i, t.
cation degree
and has been a
certified Foot-
ball Asso-
ciation coach
in England
since 1966 (in
case you were
living under a
rock this
summer and
missed the
World Cup, here's a hint: soccer is football
to the rest of the world).
After playing professional football for
Division I Chesterfield and Division I
Nottingham Forest, Detchon has spent 25
years associated with football in England,
including 1 2 as a full-tim- e coach. He coached
the English national junior team (under 18)
and scouted English players for the World
Cup team in 1990.
A little overa year ago, Detchon decided
he wanted to coach in the United States.
Athlete of the Week
Mark Phillips
Senior Mark Phillips scored a total of nine goals in Wednesday's soccer match
against the Case Western Reserve Spartans. Seven of the goals were consecutive
and resulted in a 12-- 0 victory for the Lords.
1I1UUC3 LlldL llldtlt: VUli d UcLLcl . SdlCl 11UC1 dllU IlldftC 1 lUIliy IllUIf Mil. BZlPiHl:
Call 1-800-44- 7-4700 today and join the class, motorcycle safety foundation tJt
JODY'S
109 S. MAIN, MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
(614) 397-957- 3
MONDAY thru THURSDAY, & SATURDAY- - 6:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
FRIDAY - 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
SUNDAY - 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
DELIVERY SERVICE MON. - FRI. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED
"The problem with breaking into collegiate
soccer in the U.S.," Detchon said, "stems
from credibility."
After making that decision, Detchon
began to try and break in to American soccer
circles. While at a National Soccer Coaches
Association (NSCA) clinic, Detchon ran
into O'Leary, an old acquaintance. When
O'Lcary decided to go to Dartmouth, he let
Detchon know and the rest is history.
When asked about h i s goals and outlook
for the coming soccer season, Detchon
replied, "We got to the national tournament
SPORTS
'SNew Coach Detchon Aims to Return to Final Four
- By Mark Haggarty and
anjessica Buckholz
lfI Staff Reporters
me Kenyon's athletic department has added
tela new member this season, brought in to
mi coach one of Kenyon 's most powerful sports
ec teams back to the NCAA Final Four. His
tiainame is Jack Detchon, and he is the new
njhead coach of the Kenyon mens' soccer
leiprogram. His
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last year and that's what our goal is now.
We're to get to the finals and win it...this
year, next year, and the year after that!"
Detchon tempered that by saying that a
coach "is not an alchemist. I can't do it all.
Games are won by the players." He is proud
of the team he has fielded thus far, and hopes
to continue the successes of recent seasons.
Assisted by returningcoach Milton Gooding
and senior veteran Leigh Sillery, the Lords
have a solid coaching staff to carry them this
fall. Hopefully, Detchon will help Kenyon
soccer move up to an even higher level.
Kenyon Sports Briefs
Field hockey
One goal midway through the first and
another thirty seconds before the end of the
game was enough for the College of Wooster
to claim a 2-- 0 victory over the Ladies in a
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
field hockey game last Saturday.
The Ladies attempted 1 8 shots only
five fewer than the Lady Scots but could
not mount a comeback.
On Sunday, the team dropped a non-conferen- ce
game to the University of
Rochester, 4-- 0.
Against Wittenberg on Tuesday.the
Ladies again fell short, losing a tough contest
by the score of 3-- 2. First-yea- r student-athlet- e
Phoebe Walker and sophomore Lindsay
Buchanan each tallied their first goals of the
season. But the Tigers' lead was too much to
overcome, even as the Ladies surged
offensively in the last few minutes.
The Ladies (2-- 5, 2-- 3 NCAC) play at the
Seven Sister sTournamcnt Haverford (PA)
College this weekend. They return to Waite
Field on Wednesday, October 5 against
Oberlin at 4:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer
The men ' s soccer team recorded a m ajor
victory last week, defeating Bethany College
on the Bisons' home field, 4-- 0.
The Lords (4-0-1- ), currently ranked
12th in the Division III poll, extended their
regular-seaso- n winning streak to 25
consecutive games. Their last loss in the
regular season was October 17,1 992 a 2-- 1
defeat at Bethany.
S ophomore Wayne Albertyn struck first
for the Lords, scoring in the 24th minute;
fellow sophomore Tony Mohammed added
to the lead nine minutes later.
Senior goalie Andy Kingston had five
saves in thecontest, while thedefense limited
Bethany to only nine shots on goal.
Senior Mark Phillips and sophomore
Isaac Gowin rounded out the scoring for the
Lords, each tallying an unassisted goal in
the second half.
Results of Wednesday's game against
Case Western Reserve University were
unavailable at presstime. The Lords play
Mt. Vernon Nazarene on Friday at 4 p.m.
and Hiram on Saturday at 3:30. Both games
will be played on Mavec Field.
Volleyball
The women's volleyball team had a
tough week last week, losing all four of their
matches in the Great Lakes Colleges
Association (GLCA) Tournament at
DcPauw University over the weekend.
The Ladies (3-- 9) took Albion (MT) to a
3-ga-
me match, winning the first game 15-- 9
but dropping the second two, 14-1- 6 and 12-1- 5.
Another close match came against
Kalamazoo, by a score of 5-1- 5, 14-1- 6.
The ladies team will play again this
weekend at the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational.
The next home match for the Ladies will be
Thursday the 29th atfjp.m. against Anderson
College.
Women's Soccer
The women's soccer is continuing its
run of early-seaso- n success, improving its
record to 6--1 overall.
The Ladies defeated Marietta, 3-- 1, but
lost to Wilmington College last Saturday by
a score of 3-- 1. Despite the loss, the teams
still posts the best record in the NCAC with
a week left before the conference playing
begins.
Junior striker Hilary Marx remains atop
the conference scoring standings, with 12
goals and six assists in seven games. First-ye- ar
student-athlete- s Laurie Dannerand Amy
Hall are third and fourth, respectively in
their ranking.
The Ladies play at Ohio Northern
University this Saturday. Their next home
game is Friday the 30th against Bethany at 4
p.m. on Mavec Field.
Cross Country
Both the men's and women's cross
country teams participated in the GLCA
Championships, held at Earlham last
weekend.
Senior Aaron Deny posted the Lords'
best finish, placing second in a time of
26:44. Derry's time was the best among
NCAC participants.
The Lords finished eighth overall in the
meet.
Sophomore Keri Schul te led the Ladies,
finishing third in 19:56. The team finished
second behind Hope, which is ranked fifth
nationally.
Courtesy of Sports Infomation Department
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Ladies Soccer Presses on, Faces Challenges in Future
By Laura Glennie
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon ladies soccer team suffered
their first loss against top-rank- ed Wilmington
College in a non conference game last
Saturday. Although the ladies lost the game
1-
-3 against the lady Quakers, they still hold
an impressive 6--1 -- 0 record so far this season.
The Ladies traveled to Wilmington,
Ohio where they faced probably their
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-417- 0
1-80O-23-
S-3472
toughest opponent this year. In the first half,
the second ranked Ladies held a 1- -0 lead
after junior Laura Noah scored a goal assisted
by first-yea- r Amy Hall. In the second half,
the ladies threatened to pull away, holding
Wilmington scoreless until the final thirty-fiv- e
minutes of the game. Two of Kenyon's
second half shots bounced off the goalpost,
allowing. Wilmington to come away with
the 3-- 1 victory' and a record of 6-- 0 for the
season.
Wilmington's three goals are three of
SYRACUSE ABROAD
Something to write home about!
Programs in Australia, Belgium, England, France,
Germany, Israel, Italy, Spain, and Zimbabwe
Prior foreign language not always necessary
SU credit
Field tripstraveling seminars
Internships
Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
Home stays or limited apartment placements
the only five goals scored on the Ladies the
entire season. Goalie junior Stacy Strauss
produced a season high of twenty-on- e saves
and helped in the awesome effort given by
the Ladies against the undefeated Lady
Quakers.
"It was a disappointing loss for us, but
an encouraging one," said Coach Paul
Wardlaw. "But, we played as hard as we
could and gave quite an effort against e very
good opponent," he added.
However, Ladies' soccer was victorious
yesterday in their first conference game
again Case Western Reserve, 2-- 1. Junior
Hillary Marx championed both goal while
first-ye- ar Amy Hall provided two assists for
the Ladies.
Senior Co-Capta- in Kate Comcrford
com mcnts "We outshot them and outplayed
them but we didn't score as much as we
would like."
Sadly the team will greatly miss junior
Laura Noah in Saturday'sawaygameagainst
Ohio Northern. Noah, in the last few minutes
of the match against Case, sprained an ankle.
According to Comcrford the match
against Ohio Northern will pose some
challenges for the Ladies. "We are evenly
matched teams so it will be a good match,"
notes Comcrford. "Last year we beat them
2-- 0, but they are a better team this year."
The Ladies next home game will be
Sept. 30 against Bethany College.
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Football Improves To 1-- 1 With 28-- 0 Shutout at Oberlinr
By Fred Bierman and
James Hall
Staff Reporters
Kenyon quarterback Brad Hensley
shattered four Kenyon career records as the
football team defeated Oberlin 28-- 0 last
Saturday afternoon. In addition to Hensley's
performance, the
defense held the
Yeomen to -- 22
yards.pickingup
Kenyon's first
shutout since
1986.
Head Coach
Jim Meyer was
certainly pleased
with his team's
"WhenDenison looks at the
film of our Oberlin game,
I'm sure it will instill some
fear in their hearts."
--Brett Brownscombe
performace. "This game was a once-in-a-career-gam- e,"
he said. "I've never coached
anything like it"
Last season, opposing teams had a great
deal of success running the ball against the
Kenyon defense. With the advent of a new
defensive strategy, the Lords did fairly well
against Grove City and put on a sensational
show of strength in the Oberlin game.
This new defensive strategy brought
the team success in stopping the Yeomen.
This season's lineup includes smaller but
faster players than in previous years
campaigns; that speed helped theLordsmake
13 sacks and limit the Yeomen to zero
positive yards.
Senior tri-capta- in Brett Brownscombe
said, "It's definitely an improvement from
last year. The aggressiveness makes the
game more exciting. We already have more
total sacks in two games than we had all of
last year."
Hensley led the offensive onslaught.
Against the Yeomen, Hensley completed
16 of 21 passes for 217 yards and threw
three touchdown passes, all to Colby
Penzone. He broke four Kenyon career
records: most plays (1359), most net total
yards (6176), most passing yards (6444),
and most passes completed (567).
Coach Meyer
said of his star
quarterback,
"Brad is a
very unselfish
player. He
doesn't go in
there thinking
about breaking
records; he
would trade
stats for wins any day. Even though he has
had a lot of success, he'll be the first to
credit his players."
Despite his accomplishments on the
field, Hensely remains focused on the team's
success.
"I try not to think about these things
and let the coaches worry about it," Hensley
said. "If they the records fall, they fall."
The offensive line put in a stellar
performance behind Hensley. "This was
the second true test of the offensive line,"
saidjunioroffensive lineman Aasem Khalil.
"We pulled together to give Brad the time he
needed to execute his passes."
The Lords evened their record to 1-- 1,
starting off their NCAC season at 1-- 0. In
addition and perhaps equally importantly
the Lords sustained no injuries and even
able to rest some of the starters against a
fairly competitive team. The shellacking of
the Yeomen also allowed Meyer to play
some the younger members of the squad.
This Saturday the Lords hope to chew
up the Big Red of Denison and keep their
undefeated conference record intact.
"When Denison looks at the film of our
Oberlin game, I'm sure it will instill some
fear in their hearts," Brownscombe said.
:HC
"Against Grove City our team had the"' 1C
pre-gam- e jitters," he continued. "We seemec m:
to care more about not losing than we die as
about winning. The win on Saturday gave u;
some confidence, and we hope to give the'l
Big Red a hard time."
Saturday's game begins at 1:30 p.m. s.
McBride Field.
HOT
off the press
The
Kenyon Review
Fall Issue
The most exciting, the most
innovative, most provocative new
literature available anywhere,
international in scope and inclu-
sion.
Good reading? The best.
Get your copy now while its
still hot, while supplies last at
TJie Kenyon Bookstore
Sentember22. 1994
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Lords Soccer Rout Case
Western Spartans 12-- 0
By James Murray
Special to the Collegian
Lords' soccer posted an impressive 1 2-- 0
shut-o- ut over the visiting Case Western
Reserve Spartans yesterday. Senior Co-Capta- in
Mark Phillips paved the way with
I nine of the first 1 0 goals.
"Definite All-Americ- an performance,"
exclaims senior Tom Frick regarding
Phillips' play.
The Lords got on track qmckly as
Phillips gave them a 2-- 0 lead in the first half.
Sophomore Jason Sellers provided the third
goal with Dave DcSchryvcr's assist. The
next seven goals belong to Phillips.
Mark Tocws scored as Jesse Hardman
lobbed the ball over the defense, and it was
off to the races for Tocws as he blew by the
Spartan defenders. Hardman also got on the
scoreboard with a goal of his own, coming
off a cross from Jon Moodey.
There was also a great defensive effort
in this 12-- 0 rout against the Spartans.
Everyone on the defense played a solid
game, including senior Andy Kingston
supplying the shut-o- ut as goal-keepe- r.
However poor Case played, Kingston still
achieved his sixth shut-ou- t in six games and
maintained the lead in the NCAC for goals
against average. "Kingston deserves a great
deal of credit with his six shutouts, and
leadership", suites Frick
onKingston'sactivity in
net thus far in the season.
DcSchryvcr com-
mented after the game, "I
felt as if we played like
muskrats in water", and
wanted to congratulate
everyone on playing a
solid game. This 12 goal
victory can only improve
the Lords of second place
standing in the NCAC,
due to the 0-- 0 tic against
Kalamazoo. This tic is
the only blemish in the
Lords undefeated season
of 5-0- -1.
The team looks
forward to continuing in
the same manner Friday
against the cross town
rival, Mount Vernon
Nazarcnc College, as
they did against the
Spartans of Case
Western Reserve. Dave
DcSchryvcr, speaking
for the Lords, wish to
thank you for your
enthusiasm, and want to
encourage more of it in
the future.
North Coast
Athletic Conference
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Football Report StandingsTeam Statistics
y
(photo by Leith Connell)
W L T PCT PF PA PASS DEFENSE G ATT CMP YDS RATE
1) ALLEGHNEY 1 0 0 1.000 42 0 ALLEGHENY 2 74 32 291 76.1
WITTENBERG 1 0 0 1.000 38 10 KENYON 2 25 11 129 84.5
KENYON 1 0 0 1.000 28 0 WITTENBERG 3 76 39 437 97.8
OHIO WESLYAN 1 0 0 1.000 21 10 EARLHAM 2 31 14 224 114.2
5) CWRU 0 0 0 - 0 0 CWRU 2 43 25 388 140.0
6) EARLHAM 0 1.0 .000 10 38 DENISON 3 65 29 497 144.4
OBERLIN 0 1 0 .000 0 28 WOOSTER 2 39 28 313 154.3
WOOSTER 0 1 0 .000 10 21 OHIO WES LEYAN 2 51 31 491 166.2
DENISON 0 1 0 .000 0 42 OBERLIN 2 35 27 364 181.4
TOTAL DEFENSE G PLY YDS YP YG PASS EFFICIENCY G ATT CMP PCT YDS TD
KENYON 2 110 244 2.2 122.0 Paul Bell, ALL 2 47 29 .660 430 6
ALLEGHENY ' 2 138 448 3.2 224.0 Mike Donnelly, WITT 2 10 5 .500 77 2
WITTENBERG 3 193 809 4.2 269.7. Brad Hensley, KEN 2 53 35 .660 372 4
OHIOWESLEYAN 2 100 600 .6.0 300.0 Mark Thompson, EARL 2 46 26 .565 364 2
OBERLIN 2 125 740 5.9 370.0 Dan Hover, OWU 2 37 20 .541 240 1
DENISON 3 219 1137 5.2 379.0
WOOSTER 2 138 795 5.8 397.5 SCORING G TD XP FG PTS PG
EARLHAM 2 149 990 6.6 495.0 Colby Penzone, KEN 2 3 0 0 18 9.0
CWRU 2 146 1062 7.3 531.0 Chris Merski, ALL 2 0 10 1 13 6.5
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WOMEN
continued from page six
h is. r mmni "We've added events to this year's Homecoming, and wev " want everyone to enjoy iL It's not just for a select group
of people."
I. J s .
V" -
FINKE
continued from page one
Craig Bradley, dean of students said,"Whilc
it is most appropriate that Kenyon is ranked
in the top tier of National Liberal Arts
Colleges, I continue to believe that the
rankings arc an absurd exercise of splitting
hairs with abrcadknifc: institutional quality
and diversity arc much harder to define than
is possible using a simple quantitative tally.
"Nonetheless, many high school
students and their parents read this report,
so it has influence. We can't pretend that it
iy tfithi Jr 1il ;
h A A
V-V-
- X
m smm& sm
Partnership for a Drug-Fre- e America
raj if
is irrelevant even if wc believe its real value
as a guidance tool is limited."
Provost Jim Gunton commented, "I am
of course absolutely delighted but not
surprised of their ranking of us. As a
newcomer to Kenyon, I think I
can safely say that Kenyon
deserves to be ranked even more
highly, as it is an outstanding
national liberal arts college."
INTERNET
continued from page seven
created by the ICS and library staffs as partof the 1994
Summer Institute in Academic Information Resources. It
is not a difficult task to prepare your own "home page"
with pointers to your best papers, your resume, or even an
image of yourself.
And finally, you may be interested in these new
information technologies because scholars arc debating
the role information technology will play in a liberal arts
education. Technologies that enable students to be more
active learners may cast instructors in the new role (for
some) of mentor, guide and information resource specialist
rather than merely as lecturer.
Information technologies, of which the Internet is but
one example, arc creating new opportunities to learn
anytime, anywhere. These technologies arc rich with
potential for the academic enterprise, but they bring great
challenges as well.
FINKE
continued from page eight
distinguish which works were written by women,
especially since most medieval authors did not include
their name with their manuscript, she said.
According to Finkc, the subject of a work was not
always indicative of the author's gender. There exist
treatises on all aspects of hunting and warfare, many of
which were written by women.
Finkc's book, tentatively entitled Women's Writing
in English in the Middle Ages, is due at the publisher by
December of 1995.
Help Wanted!
Soundtracs Music Store
Part-tim- e help wanted
204 S. Main St.
Mt. Vernon
397-DIS- C
Knowledge of music would be a plus
WOODSIDE
Bed and Breakfast
Located on State Route 308 at the corner of
Chase Ave. and Woodside Drive.
Three bedrooms with two baths, very pleasant
and quiet.
Ideal for parent visits.
Graduations through '98 booked.
427-271- 1
401 Chase Ave.
